Let P n and C n denote the path and cycle on n vertices respectively. The dumbbell graph, denoted by D p,k,q , is the graph obtained from two cycles C p , C q and a path P k+2 by identifying each pendant vertex of P k+2 with a vertex of a cycle respectively. The theta graph, denoted by Θ r,s,t , is the graph formed by joining two given vertices via three disjoint paths P r , P s and P t respectively. In this paper, we prove that all dumbbell graphs as well as all theta graphs are determined by their Laplacian spectra.
Introduction
All graphs considered in this paper are simple and undirected. Let G = (V (G), E(G)) be a graph with vertex set V (G) = {v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v n } and edge set E(G). The adjacency matrix of G, denoted by A(G), is the n × n matrix whose (i, j)-entry is 1 if v i and v j are adjacent and 0 otherwise. Let d i = d i (G) = d G (v i ) be the degree of the vertex v i , and deg(G) = (d 1 , d 2 , . . . , d n ) the degree sequence of G. We call L(G) = D(G) − A(G) (respectively, Q(G) = D(G) + A(G)) the Laplacian matrix (respectively, signless Laplacian matrix ) of G, where D(G) is the n × n diagonal matrix with d 1 , d 2 , . . . , d n as diagonal entries. Given an n × n matrix M , denote by φ(M ; x) = det(xI n − M ), or simply φ(M ), the characteristic polynomial of M , where I n is the identity matrix of size n. The roots of the equation φ(M ; x) = 0 are called the eigenvalues of M . We call the eigenvalues of A(G), L(G) and Q(G) the adjacency eigenvalues, Laplacian eigenvalues and signless Laplacian eigenvalues of G respectively. The multiset of the eigenvalues of A(G) is called the A-spectrum of G. Two graphs are said to be A-cospectral if they have the same A-spectrum. A graph is called an A-DS graph if it is determined by its A-spectrum, meaning that there is no other non-isomorphic graphs A-cospectral with it. Similar terminology will be used for L(G) and Q(G), and the corresponding notations differ by a prefix (A-, L-, or Q-, respectively).
Which graphs are determined by their spectra? This is a classical question in spectral graph theory, which was raised by Günthard and Primas [11] in 1956 with motivations from chemistry. It is known that it is often very challenging to check whether a graph is determined by its spectrum or not, even for some simple-looking graphs. Although many graphs have been proved to be determined by their (A, L or/and Q) spectra recently [1-10, 14-23, 25-30] , the problem of determining A-DS (respectively, L-DS, Q-DS) graphs is still far from being completely solved. Therefore, finding new families of DS graphs deserves further attention.
As usual, let P n and C n denote the path and cycle on n vertices respectively. The dumbbell graph, denoted by D p,k,q , is the graph obtained from two cycles C p , C q and a path P k+2 by identifying each pendant vertex of P k+2 with a vertex of a cycle respectively. The theta graph, denoted by Θ r,s,t , is the graph formed by joining two given vertices via three disjoint paths P r , P s and P t respectively (See Fig. 1 ). Due to the symmetry, in this paper we let p ≥ q ≥ 3,
It is known [25, 26] that all theta graphs with no unique cycle C 4 are determined by their A-spectra. All dumbbell graphs D p,k,q without cycle C 4 satisfying k ≥ 1, except for D 3q,1,q , were proved to be determined by their A-spectra [27, 28] . Moreover, all dumbbell graphs different from D 3q,0,q and all theta graphs are determined by their Q-spectra [28] .
Motivated by the results above, in this paper, we investigate the Laplacian spectral characterization of dumbbell graphs and theta graphs respectively. We prove that all dumbbell graphs as well as all theta graphs are determined by their Laplacian spectra. Our main results are as follows: Theorem 1.1. Every dumbbell graph is determined by its L-spectrum. Theorem 1.2. Every theta graph is determined by its L-spectrum.
Preliminaries
Lemma 2.1. [9, 24] Let G be a graph. The following can be determined by its L-spectrum: Let U n be the matrix of order n obtained from L(P n+2 ) by deleting the rows and columns corresponding to the two end vertices of P n+2 .
Combining Lemma 2.2 and φ(L(P 1 ); x) = x, we obtain the following formulas.
formed by deleting the row and column corresponding to v. Similarly, if H is a subgraph of G, let L H (G) denote the principal sub-matrix of L(G) formed by deleting the rows and columns corresponding to all vertices of V (H).
Lemma 2.4. [13]
Let u be a vertex of G, N (u) the set of vertices of G adjacent to u, and C(u) the set of cycles of G containing u. Then
The following formulas follow from Lemma 2.4.
Substituting (b) of Proposition 2.3 into Propositions 2.5 and 2.6, we obtain the following results.
In the following we compute the characteristic polynomials of L(D p,k,q ) and L(Θ r,s,t ) respectively. It is known [19] that
where y satisfies the characteristic equation y 2 − (x − 2)y + 1 = 0 with x = 4. Then plugging (2.1) into Proposition 2.5, and with the help of Maple, we obtain
where n = p + k + q, f (y) = 1 − 2y − 3y 2 + 4y 3 + 4y 4 − 4y 2n+2 − 4y 2n+3 + 3y 2n+4 + 2y 2n+5 − y 2n+6 , and Similarly, plugging (2.1) into Proposition 2.6, and with the help of Maple, we obtain
where n = r + s + t + 2, f (y) = 1 − 2y − 3y 2 + 4y 3 + 4y 4 − 4y 2n +2 − 4y 2n +3 + 3y 2n +4 + 2y 2n +5 − y 2n +6 , and 
Main results
Lemma 3.1. No two non-isomorphic dumbbell graphs are L-cospectral.
Proof. Let D p,k,q and D p ,k ,q be L-cospectral dumbbell graphs with n = p + q + k and n = p + q + k vertices, respectively. Without loss of generality, we let p ≥ q and p ≥ q . By (a) and (d) of Lemma 2.1, we have
By (2.2), we then get
Clearly, the term in f D (p, k, q; y) with the smallest exponent is 2(−1) q y q or y 2k+4 (written in blue), and similarly for f D (p , k , q ; y). From (3.3) we have either 2(−1) q y q = 2(−1) q y q or y 2k+4 = y 2k +4 . In the former case, we have q = q , and so p = p and k = k by (3.1) and (3.2).
In the latter case, we have k = k , and so (p, q) = (p , q ) by (3.1) and (3.2). Therefore, D p,k,q and D p ,k ,q are isomorphic in each case. 2
Lemma 3.2. No two non-isomorphic theta graphs are L-cospectral.
Proof. Let Θ r,s,t and Θ r ,s ,t be L-cospectral theta graphs with n = r + s + t + 2 and n = r + s + t + 2 vertices, respectively. Without loss of generality, we let r ≥ s ≥ t and r ≥ s ≥ t . By (a) and (d) of Lemma 2.1, we have r + s + t = r + s + t . Clearly, the term in f Θ (r, s, t; y) with the smallest exponent is 2(−1) s+t y 2+s+t or y 2t+4 (written in blue), and similarly for f Θ (r , s , t ; y). From (3.6) we have either 2(−1) s+t y 2+s+t = 2(−1) s +t y 2+s +t or y 2t+4 = y 2t +4 . In the former case, we have s + t = s + t , and so r = r by (3.4) . This implies that rs + rt = r s + r t . By (3.5), we then get st = s t , which together with s + t = s + t implies that s = s and t = t . In the latter case, we have t = t , and so (r, s) = (r , s ) by (3.4) and (3.5). Therefore, Θ r,s,t and Θ r ,s ,t are isomorphic in each case. 2 Lemma 3.3. There is no dumbbell graph L-cospectral with a theta graph.
Proof. Let D p,k,q and Θ r,s,t be L-cospectral theta graphs with n = p+q +k and n = r+s+t+2 vertices, respectively. Without loss of generality, we let p ≥ q ≥ 3 and r ≥ s ≥ t ≥ 0. By (a) and (d) of Lemma 2.1, we have 
The term in f D (p, k, q; y) with the smallest exponent is 2(−1) q y q or y 2k+4 , and the term in f Θ (r, s, t; y) with the smallest exponent is 2(−1) s+t y 2+s+t or y 2t+4 . From (3.9) we have either 2(−1) q y q = 2(−1) s+t y 2+s+t or y 2k+4 = y 2t+4 . In the former case, we have q = s + t + 2, and so p = r − k by (3.7). Plugging p and q into (3.8), we then get st + (s + t)(k + 2) + 2k + 3 = 0, a contradiction. In the latter case, we have k = t. If k = t ≥ 1, plugging (3.7) and (3.8) into Proposition 2.7, we then have φ(L(D p,k,q ); 4) ≥ 4pqt − 4(2t + 1)(p + q) + 16(t + 1) = 4rst + 4(t + 1)((p + q)(t − 1)
Now, the term in f D (p, 0, q; y) − y 4 − 2y 5 − y 6 with the smallest exponent is 2(−1) q y q , and the term in f Θ (r, s, 0; y) − y 4 − 2y 5 − y 6 with the smallest exponent is 2(−1) s y 2+s . From (3.10), we have q = s + 2, and so p = r by (3.7). Then pq = rs + 2r < (r + 1)(s + 1) + (r + 1) + (s + 1), a contradiction to (3.8) . This completes the proof. Combining the equations above, we get i≥1 (i 2 − 3i + 2)x i = 4, which implies that the largest degree of G is 3 and x 3 = 2. By (3.11) and (3.12), we then have x 1 = 0 and x 2 = n − 2. Thus, G ∈ B. 2
Combining Lemmas 3.1-3.4, we conclude that Theorem 3.5. Every dumbbell graph as well as every theta graph is determined by its Lspectrum.
